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Introduction
Assessing Paul stirs up disputed opinions ranging from the
devoted “Western Christianity owes him everything”1 to a rivaling
“we owe him nothing,”2 ascribing his epistles to the second-century
Christian leader Marcion.3
To clarify conflicting judgments pertaining to Paul’s life and
legend, as well as their implications on early church orthodoxy, it is
first necessary to have a look at the wobbly foundations traditionally
used to evaluate the apostle.
Over a large span of time stretching from late second century
church fathers to beyond Reformist Luther (1483–1546), it was
common to believe that all the epistles accredited to Paul were
genuine and that Paul’s biography in Luke-Acts reflected historically
reliable material. The situation dramatically changed when
Ferdinand Christian Baur (1792–1860) woke everybody up by
separating what he considered the authentic Paul from letters
established in his name. He also regarded Luke-Acts as a secondcentury consensus document, not history. F. C. Baur admitted four
basic letters as genuine (Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, and
Galatians), the number of which Bultmann (1884–1976) later
extended to seven, leaving out six letters labeled pseudepigraphical.
Most accepted these conclusions, which allowed Paul alone to
account for Christian theology. The authenticity debates calmed
down until fresh complications arose: even the letters considered
genuine did not seem to be entirely Pauline, as they had been spoilt
by intruding pens.
1

Tabor 2012.
Detering 1995.
3
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The extent to which Paul’s genuine letters were manipulated still
remains nervously debated. The issue is important because the limits
we draw between minor and major changes will necessarily separate
Paul’s personal involvement from later campaigning and thereby
affect our judgments. Several educated guesses in the past established
discordant estimations. For instance, Christian Hermann Weisse (in
1855), relying on literary style, considered 1 Corinthians to be the
most genuine. Still according to Weisse, 2 Corinthians and 1
Thessalonians preserved the same purity of the original apostolic text
while sacrosanct Romans and Galatians were reckoned to display a
series of discontinuities suggesting repeated outside interventions
(interpolations). Daniel Volker (in 1882), relying on theological
content—complex versus simple—as well as criticism aimed at Jewish
Law (antinomianism), concluded that Romans was intensively
interpolated and Galatians was spurious compared to Acts;
furthermore, it depended on Romans. Galatians and Romans both
seemed to reflect ideas without their scholars identifying the source or
the copy, producing confusing conclusions. The hunt for spam mail
within Paul’s letters at least indicated that some leading scholars didn’t
believe that the letters were quite as straightforward as previously
accepted.
The complaints of ancient authors objecting to outside pens
trampling down their texts, hostage to the struggles between
orthodoxy and heresy, offered a validation to researchers interested
in textual manipulations.
Introducing ideas alien to the author was dreaded even during
the second century. Many writers feared that their letters would be
altered and, as a precaution, warned against degrading them. John of
Patmos scheduled a curse to befall on anyone who deleted or added
to his prophetic book. Addressing heretics, Irenaeus shared the same
worries. Dionysius of Corinth, defending centrist orthodoxy, also
6
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complained about the corrosion his letters suffered: “At the request
of some brethren, I wrote letters. But the devil crammed them full of
weeds, deleting one thing and adding another.” (Eusebius: EH
4.23.12) The second century accusations of “deleting one thing and
adding another” would have been at home with Marcion,
unanimously blamed for using scissors on Luke’s Gospel and on
Paul’s letters, especially the one to the Romans. The practice of
pirating Paul’s letters is long established, confirming Paul as a
privileged name and a selected target. Using Paul not only gave
apostolic authority but also anteriority to eventual additions, thus
making it seem that newly recorded ideas stemmed from the earliest
days of Christian literature. The Muratorian canon even objected
that heretics were producing false letters of Paul in order to make
propaganda for their teachings by using the stolen prestige of the
apostle to the Gentiles. Today, six of the canonical letters previously
attributed to Paul and the entire Gnostic literature set under Paul’s
authority are accepted as pseudonymous.
So recent letters were modified, new letters were falsely signed,
and established letters further served the interests of partisan groups
by adding later developments. All available literature intervened in
the battles to consolidate incompatible beliefs, and alterations were
not the exclusive privilege of heretics against orthodoxy. In the hands
of centrist orthodoxy, texts were modified to confirm a golden age of
apostolic foundation. The subterfuge gave an early start to the
Roman church presented as Jesus’ heir before heretics existed,
covering the problems. Centrist orthodox writers also intervened to
connect the different texts that went into the official New
Testament. Serious editorial efforts were needed to harmonize the
entire collection leading to carefully constructed cross-references.
These were made to run through the entire composition, spreading
the names of the evangelists and associating them with Peter and
7
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Paul, James and John in Acts, and the later epistles4. Like Paul, half
of Ignatius’ letters are considered inauthentic. We can have little
doubt that his remaining epistles would be ideal documents to
harbor ideas later than his days for the sake of harmonizing texts.
Subjected to propagandist’s interests, secular literature was also used,
giving Josephus, Suetonius, Tacitus, and Seneca a role in validating
church history. Modifying and inventing texts was clearly a
widespread practice. So texts are hardly any more the originals, and
church history has been tidied up.
As a result, if we are to correctly analyze Paul’s data bank, we
must decide which texts are genuine and identify within them
possible embellishments from admirers or weeds from detractors.
The same questioning approach should be taken with all New
Testament texts. Facing the gigantic and seemingly impossible task,
endless academic efforts have offered differing assumptions.
Parallel to the authenticity discussions and the interpolation
debates, Lipsius, also a mid-nineteenth-century German scholar,
further troubled Pauline certitudes by pointing out a dual theology
in the letters. He remarked that one theology was based on the
juridical idea of justification, while the other relied on the concept of
sanctification—the real ethical new creation by the Spirit.5 Lipsius
considered that Paul expressed Greek and Judean theology.
A variety of theories attempt to explain the dual theology. Many
scholars still accept that the radical change of thought is entirely
accountable to Paul’s experience of the risen Christ leading to his
miraculous conversion. Those who distrust the historicity of the
Damascus road event may explain the dual theology as the result of
later Hellenistic ideals that Paul acquired during his missionary
4
5

Trobisch 2000.
Schweitzer 2013, 19.
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years. Other scholars, doubting that Paul’s so recently accepted
Jesus-inspired salvation could have evolved to an amazingly
sophisticated Greek theology over such a short period, discard the
idea of later outside influences on Paul. The refutation implies that
the incompatible Jewish and Greek theologies simply don’t belong
to the same person. Refusing to split Paul, Schweitzer tried to defend
the changes within the frame of Paul’s Jewish eschatology,
unconvincingly. Turning their back to the above uncertainties, the
scholars who deny Paul’s historicity set all of his letters within a
second-century Roman context. Attributing the Greek theology to
Marcion, they have difficulties accounting for the Judean
eschatology when not simply ignoring it. Present in the Pauline
letters, both theologies need to be explained.
From all the above, it appears that Paul holds his balance on
unstable foundations. The extent of interpolations with the problem
of a dual theology still feed sharp partisan disputes leading scholars
time and again to seriously question the authenticity of his six
remaining letters, however formally approved by academic
authorities. Behind the intense debates is the desire to protect Paul,
who stands for the Reformist’s greatest theologian.
The complexities surrounding Paul are neither consistently
resolved by past and present academic quarrels nor by erasing Paul
from history. Leaving academic exegetical expertise, the comfort of
consensus, and the bold turbulences of radical denial, in which
direction can we hope to progress? Certainly not by reading the texts
through the lens of apologists, who are always tempted to confuse
history and religion. Religious texts are political tracts, and the only
approach I will credit is looking at their campaigning strategies
aimed at intra-community and outside competitors.

9
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Any revised basis exposes the author to seriously contradict even
the most learned scholars, however much their lifetime dedication
merits credit.
I will first ask how Paul and his letter collectors interacted, and
then I will show that the question raises significant arbitrating
assumptions.
Marcion was the earliest person known to interact with Paul’s
letters. He praised Paul6, and Marcionites around the middle of the
second century were the only group that openly declared any interest
in Paul’s letters. Marcion’s rivals even championed Paul as the
apostle to the Marcionite heretics, confirming how inseparable they
were. Paul’s letters, next to Marcion’s Antithesis and a short version
of Luke, entered Marcion’s private New Testament canon called the
Apostolikon, proving to what extent the letters were cherished.
Marcion saw in Paul the Jesus apostle opposed to propaganda spread
by false Jewish prophets. But was that really quite enough to exalt
Paul’s letters around the middle of the second century when
Hellenistic and Jewish Christianity were in full-blown opposition?
Was Marcion really only admiring Paul, as Harnack believed?
The Hellenistic theology and antinomianism found in Paul’s
letters could suggest that Paul’s admirers revised his letters by
incorporating their own ideals. It even seems to have been common
practice. If Marcion loaded Paul’s letters with his own theology, then
much of his private New Testament canon consisted of his personal
doctrines woven into a Pauline matrix, offering a firmer reason to
venerate the letters. Thus, the bold calls for a law-free salvation
promise to all Christians, Jews, and Gentiles, the resolutely antiJewish declarations, and the Hellenized theology would correspond

6

Harnack 2007.
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to later ideology secondarily rooted in the genuine Pauline letters.
Paul was no longer around to complain about weeds added to his
texts, however incompatible with his innovative Jewish eschatology.
Considering that the Greek theology found in Paul originated from
Marcion and his school, fitting Paul into a dual theology becomes
entirely fabricated, the misreading due to separate ideas joined in the
same text.
Marcion came to Rome with a copy of Galatians and would
have had all latitude to incorporate his own theology into Paul’s
original draft. Clearly, there was a distinct purpose for collecting
Paul’s other letters and expanding their contents with Marcionite
theology: they gave more weight to the Apostolicon. Personal
strategies developed by Marcion can account for the Hellenistic
imports in Paul’s letters.
Was adding his Hellenistic doctrines to Paul’s letters sufficiently
exclusive for Marcion’s canon? The group understandably would
have wanted their own authoritative theological text. Having
collected Paul’s letters and revised them, we can expect that Marcion
or his school would have produced their own document of
Marcion’s written and oral teachings. We can postulate that Paul’s
signature on a fundamental theological treatise offered an apostolic
anchoring Marcion couldn’t claim for himself. It would have been a
prized contribution to the Apostolikon. But where is the supposed
treatise?
Here we must remember that Marcion was the first to be clearly
related to a text that would become known as Paul’s Epistle to the
Romans. Nobody mentions it before Marcion is accused of severely
mutilating it, and nobody refers to such a letter until some twenty or
more years after Marcion. How can we explain that such a major
text as Romans was known to Marcion and ignored by his
contemporaries? It could mean that canonical Romans was not yet
13
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written, and when it was scribed, it depended, at least partly, on
earlier texts.
The context of Romans comes into renewed focus when
understood as recording community memory and presenting an
evolution of policies within the Roman Jesus Messiah assembly
during the second century CE. Romans can be read as a composite
document that recalls the hot debates of the proto-orthodoxy period,
during which Judean and Hellenistic legacies clashed while the
centrist Assembly inexorably tilted toward Gentile dominance. This
may explain Spitta’s (1901) impression of finding an earlier letter
addressed to the Jews, which later turned into a letter addressed to
Gentiles. The epistle to the Romans becomes more of a family
scrapbook than a letter, a compilation of past and present theological
debates. The chapters not recorded in Marcion’s version of Romans,
the parts that his opponents judged he had ruthlessly mutilated, can
be accounted for as belonging to different compositions added later
to Marcion’s Romans. The idea of using a Marcionite treatise while
building a much later text would explain the long silence in between.
The existence of an independent Marcionite treatise and its
possible connection with the canonical letter to the Romans is all the
more plausible when one realizes that chapters 5 to 8 reproduce
Marcionite thought. The writers of canonical Romans could have
borrowed essential ideas from an independent text. These four
chapters could well mirror the Marcionite treatise previously
hypothesized.
If a separate Marcionite treatise belonged to the collage that
produced canonical Romans, particular circumstances in the Roman
church are required to explain the purpose of the canonical
composition. The raison-d’être behind a community anthology may
well have been to save the Hellenistic ideals that Marcion defended
(Rom. 5–8) and to publicize the Gentiles taking over from the Jews.
14
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(Rom. 9–11) Understood as written by Gentile Christians and
attributed to Paul, Romans should reveal an important evolution in
the church’s self-perception.
The above reflections imply that among Paul’s “big five” letters—
Romans, Corinthians (1 and 2), Galatians and Thessalonians—the
academically approved letter to the Romans is abusively assigned to
Paul. I will defend that Romans is simply not a letter and not Pauline.
The “letter” to the Romans is to be read as the first book to span
the changing history of the Roman Jesus Messiah assembly during
the second century. It is the first theological survey of the evolving
community after Gentiles had finally acquired a firmer position and
were publicizing that God had entrusted them with the hopes he
had previously placed on Israel. The letter to the Romans, at
whatever stage of its composition, has to be excluded from Paul’s
catalogue and reinterpreted accordingly.
It seems defensible that while creating documents suitable for
their sacred canon, Marcion and his followers loaded Paul’s letters
with their own theology, thus adding much more to Paul than they
suppressed. They also used Paul’s name to cradle their own
theological treatise.
As a result, the Marcionite New Testament canon essentially
praised Marcion’s theology. Marcion’s letter of Paul to the Romans
(or whatever the original treatise was called) would necessarily stand
apart as a highly treasured contribution. Paul, lending invaluable
support to Marcion’s ideas, was understandably adulated and seated
with Marcion around the heavenly Jesus. Marcion was the first to
understand the value of relying on an apostolic tradition, here with
Paul in the role, to guarantee his group’s legitimacy. Marcion is
credited with conceptual theological insight and a sense of political
maneuvering. He was not, as Harnack supposed, merely a fervent
15
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admirer of Paul’s letters, Galatians and Romans in the lead,
marveling at all the Hellenistic theology he found there.
The conclusion we can form based on the Marcionite revisions
is that after the middle of the second century there were no genuine
Pauline letters. Marcion’s collection of Paul’s letters, introduced by
Latin prologues, all came close to the canonical versions except
Romans. This would indicate that the Marcionite additions to Paul
were not deleted, and the letter to the Romans remains apart.
According to church fathers, the letter to the Romans was censored
to such an extent that Marcion’s Romans was incredibly shorter than
canonical Romans. Was the letter to the Romans really censored
more than Galatians, Thessalonians, and Corinthians, or was it
considerably expanded outside of Marcion’s school? If we could have
recorded the Marcionites’ side of the debate, they may have
complained that their Roman treatise had been extensively polluted
by outside additions.
Accepting Marcion’s Hellenistic additions to Paul’s letters, our
interpretation of Paul must necessarily abandon the tradition of
seeing everything through Paul’s eyes. Reading Paul’s Galatians to
the intended recipients was, according to Harnack, like lecturing on
Hegel for aborigines. In 2 Cor. 1:13, we even find the following
guidance: “For we write you nothing other than what you can read
and also understand.”
If all Paul’s letters are entirely of his hand, he certainly fell short
of his goal. Where “Hegel” intervenes, it is doubtful that it was Paul
addressing a rather ordinary lot. Outside pens are likely to be fencing
on highly competitive theological grounds, theorizing on disputed
concepts and clearly addressing a trained professional audience.
Identifying and removing the Hellenistic theology should help
restore Paul’s genuine writings and make his letters understandable
to an untrained audience.
16
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Furthermore, Marcion’s pen invading Paul’s letters without
erasing the Jewish eschatology saves Paul from being rejected from
history. Jewish Paul was unaware of having been posthumously
contaminated by later Greek theology. The second-century quarrels
were alien to Paul, who remained in the spheres of his mother
religion and did not reject Judaism as supposed by falsely attributed
verses.
We must also be careful not to change Marcion into a modern
Figaro here, there, and everywhere! Marcion was not the only one to
intervene on Paul’s letters. We can expect that interpolations relying
on Scripture were unlikely to originate from Marcion or his school.
Other Christian factions, close to Justin’s school, could have
intervened to defend Hellenistic theology and justify it by using
scriptural exegesis as in 1 Cor. 2:9-16. The famed 1 Cor. 15
apparition verses, praising Cephas and James while discrediting Paul
as the least of the apostles, certainly did not come from a Marcionite
pen. Rediscovering Paul’s letters will show a spectrum of outside
interventions.
Up to now, I have reached several preliminary standpoints. First
of all, the Hellenistic theology and ethics were added to Paul’s
genuine letters, offering a method for identifying many if not most
of Marcion’s interpolations. Secondly, the interpolations account for
the dual theology. Thirdly, excluding sacrosanct Romans from
Paul’s portfolio sets the authenticity disputes in a new perspective
and opens a window on second-century church history. Finally,
Marcion alone does not account for all the interpolations in Paul’s
letters.
***
Attempting to shape Paul, we now have to confront other
serious difficulties encountered in Pauline surveys. After seeing
Marcion and his school trespassing on Paul’s letters and using his
17
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name to advertise a commanding theological and ethical treatise, we
must turn to Paul’s side of the theological coin. If Paul borrowed
nothing from Greek theology, what were his sources? To answer this
question, we must define primitive Christianity in Paul’s days. But
what days do we attribute to Paul?
In reviewing publications, we find a widespread agreement: all
Pauline studies, except those inspired by the Dutch Radicals who
deny Paul’s historicity, replacing him with Marcion or Simon
Magus, consider his letters the earliest Christian documents, written
well before Jesus information came via the Gospels. Paul’s primitive
Christianity therefore belongs to a period from where, very
awkwardly, we have no other texts than his own letters to establish
his beliefs. Paul appears as a free electron, implausibly moving in a
vacuum before anybody else emerges on the Jesus stage.
The Pauline precedence that scholars widely accept could be the
smokescreen obscuring the problems with this theory and its
solutions. Turning away from tradition, is a different scenario even
conceivable? The decision depends on how accurately we date Paul’s
writings. Paul’s widely accepted dates are based on Luke-Acts being
historically reliable. Paul’s early epoch is derived from activities
comprising learning with Gamaliel, the Cesarean court case with
Agrippa II, the Gallio episode, and the Damascus escape under King
Aretas. Although the historicity of the above events is held together
with very thin threads, most scholars are reluctant to revise Paul’s
time frame. The implausible information transmitted by Luke-Acts
is one of the reasons that radical scholars decline Paul’s historicity.
I did not rely on Luke-Acts when questioning Paul’s traditional
era. The revision came directly from the Gospels.

18
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As previously published7, the two Gospel Messiahs, Jesus and
John the Baptist (an allegory of Elijah, the Temple’s ascetic Messiah
dressed in camel skins), are engaged in the opening chapters of Mark
in a Messiah and baptism controversy. The new Messiah, so much
more powerful and inspiring such prestige as to make the other one
unworthy of tying his sandals, eliminates the old school represented
by Elijah. A theological avant-garde partisan of the Messiah-to-come
wrote the book and presents to us a new Messiah who will baptize
with God’s Holy Spirit. The text pictures two Messiahs personifying
rivaling factions. Right from the start, it should be clear that we are
not facing a historical account of two individuals but of theological
debates. In terms of justification, water baptism is peanuts compared
to the powerful Holy Spirit that first-century apocalyptic groups
were longing for.
Dealing with theological debates and opportunistic power
struggles, the genius of biblical writers was to personify competing
institutions by supposed individuals, representing the heroes of
God’s new sagas. Just look at the Old Testament. Abraham stood for
a Mesopotamian protest group criticizing human sacrifices to the
gods advocated by the 2000 BCE religious practices at Ur and
Harran. Abraham-inspired missionaries, unsuccessful at home,
spread through the recently settled Canaan highlands. Moses
personified the active Jerusalem Temple project, and Aaron stood
for the Abraham-inspired shrine of defeated Israel.
The three originally independent stories were mixed together in
a historical saga, competing factions meeting the writer’s demands:
God favors the Jerusalem Temple. The Jerusalem leadership was
soon disavowed by the Temple’s destruction, and during the
Babylonian exile, the northerners, interpreting God’s wrath against
7

Wells 2010.
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Jerusalem, rewrote the texts so that they were more favorable to their
own projects; furthermore, they made Moses hand over all sacerdotal
responsibilities to descendants of Aaron. People were drawn into the
institutions by admiring the amazing stories of its heroes.
The community that produced the first Gospel, using
emblematic Messianic figures, was also personifying competing
factions within one institution. They wrote after 70 CE when
religious leaders were again facing a serious question: Why did God
allow Jerusalem and the Second Temple to be destroyed once more?
What change did he want this time? For dissident Jewish factions,
the religious answer was that God, unsatisfied with the Jerusalem
Temple run by Pharisees and Sadducees, had new plans. Several
groups presented proposals around the theme that God wanted a
heavenly Temple and a new Messiah to lead them to God’s
kingdom. Behind the texts, partisan campaigning strategies were at
work aiming to represent God’s renewed plans. The bold Gospel
answers where Jesus personified a competing project created a
splinter group within the community.
To understand how the initial Gospel debates were written, it
helps to realize that the Gospel writers had remarkable and unique
genre antecedents: they used the same modus operandi as the Dead
Sea scroll writers. The duo of Qumran Messiahs stood for
community factions within the Teacher’s posthumously divided
school. That a school should divide while taking over from an
intransigent and charismatic leader represents a very basic situation.
At Qumran, they expressed their differences under the banner of
their two Messiahs. Separate or associated, working in tandem or in
opposition, the Messiahs stood for community factions interpreting
God’s dedication to their new ways.

20
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The “Messianic Rules”8 perfectly illustrate how the scrolls
handled their Messiahs: here a leading Priestly Messiah engendered
by God subordinates a lesser Davidic Messiah. The text, while
describing the anticipated heavenly gathering and heavenly repast,
gives us a pie chart diagram of the attending delegations. Entrusting
their messianic organization to parchment, the sectarian writer tells
us (or anticipates) that one group has won and is taking over. An
avant-garde is dominating traditionalists. Each Messiah stood for a
partisan faction within the Teacher’s posthumously divided school.
There is no other way to explain a chief Messiah and a subordinate
one. The losing Messiah of the scrolls is not eliminated as in Mark
but is set under the leading Messiah’s thumb, as in Matthew
(chapter 11) where Jesus praises John the Baptist, with restrictions:
however great the predecessor is, “the least in the kingdom of heaven
is greater than he.” The Teacher’s divided school became the
tradition that endured and is found in the early Gospels. The two
Gospel Messiahs represented the ultimate development within an
ancient school of eschatology.
Using two Messiahs to personify two community factions shows
a primary connection between Scroll Essenes and the early Gospel
writers. It accounts for the enormous amounts of affinities in terms
of dogma, lexicology, and organization recorded between the Essene
and the Gospel communities.
Referring to the Dead Sea scroll community, nobody is
irrational enough to consider their Messiahs as real people. They
represented real projects. Such precautions are suddenly lost when
the Gospels are opened. Jesus, however, was no more a real living
person than the scroll Messiahs, but also a community symbol (relying

8

Vermes 2004, 157.
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on an ancient founder) revised by the avant-garde evangelists9. There
is no point in looking for a historical Jesus in the Gospels. Jesus
represented a bold Nazarene avant-garde project. Jesus Messiah,
taking over from Elijah, the Temple’s Messiah, was a possible answer
to God’s wrath, proved by allowing the destruction of Jerusalem and
its Temple.
We are now ready to come back to Paul and his epoch. The
Gospel Messiahs personifying conceptual theology and community
tactics were no more than symbols or party labels. As a result, Paul
could not have pronounced or written a word on Jesus before the
evangelists had imagined the secessionist Messiah figure they would
flag to replace the disavowed Temple and to develop the first Gospel
around 75 CE. Paul’s clash with the Jesus community, his change of
opinion, and his missionary years therefore come necessarily after the
Jerusalem Temple destruction. The ashes of the Jerusalem Temple
made all religious factions, official or dissident, react. The audacious
new wave advertised the Kingdom of God, had a Messiah to market
the Holy Spirit, and opposed all the minor prescriptions the
Pharisees held to. They were also opposed to the traditional
understanding of the Nazarene Legislator’s posthumous role: a
Teacher of Righteousness who baptized with water and who was
expected to return with Elijah’s powerful spirit. John the Baptist
personified both ancient roles.
The above revisions also mean that the full Christian calendar
supposed to have existed before the Jerusalem Temple’s destruction,
however resigned most people are to accept that event as a landmark,
9

The connection between the Teacher and Jesus was not a linear one as DupontSommer thought but one that followed a division within the Teacher's school. Jesus
and John the Baptist personifying two different facets of the Teacher’s school explain
the many similarities and just as many divergences recorded between the Teacher of
Righteousness, who was a real person, and the derived first-century messiahs.
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is necessarily removed: there were no Jesus events, no Christians, no
Jerusalem church before the Gospel attributed to Mark was in the
making. The complete absence of any extra-biblical confirmation of
Christian events and leading actors during the period the Gospels
assigned to them suits the proposed revision. Josephus, usually so
prolific in his Jewish Wars, is completely silent on any Galilean or
Jerusalem biblical actors and miraculous events. Contrary to what
we believe when reading the Gospel texts at face value, they did not
exist during the Jewish war days.
Christian events at Rome are also unavoidably revised: Paul was
not eliminated under Nero in the midsixties CE, and no Catholic
Church founded by Peter existed in Rome during that period.
When we no longer ascribe to Paul the commonly accepted “free
electron” precedence, it becomes clear that his missionary years
inevitably start after the earliest Gospels, not before. At the other end
of Paul’s life, the dark tunnel between his death and his return on
the scene, letters collected, becomes considerably shorter than
previously reckoned. We can also consider a number of collateral
stories as fantasies, such as the famous Edessa stories relating the
conversion of King Abgar (9–46 CE), Paul’s Damascus escape under
King Aretas, as well as Eusebius’ attempt to establish an early origin
for the Alexandrian Christian community. Eusebius claimed that
Philo of Alexandria (who died around 50 CE) went to Rome and
met Peter there.
What other consequences will the revised time frame have on
Paul?
The idea that a contemporary of Paul wrote the Gospels—an
affiliation that the previous disconnection between Paul and the
Gospel writers did not allow—brings fresh coherence to the
questions of Paul’s initial rejection of the Jesus movement, his
change of opinion, and the primitive Christianity he taught.
23
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This brings to the fore some interesting connections with a
group mentioned in Mark’s Gospel that also rejected Jesus as
Messiah. James, Simon, and Jude were community leaders who
considered Jesus insane, and the names could represent a recognized
hostility to which Paul initially adhered. Paul would have evolved
within an established local opposition that rejected the Jesus schemes
as an answer to the destroyed Temple. No factions outside of the
Gospels seemed concerned about Jesus or showed any knowledge of
such a community division as reported in Mark 3:21 and named in
Mark 6:3. Paul would have initially been on the same side as James
before having a change of opinion.
The change also makes Paul’s apocalyptic theology derive from
the evangelist’s community, which means that information on
primitive Christianity in Paul’s day no longer relies exclusively on
Paul’s epistles. As a result, Paul must be maneuvered in the light of
the initial Gospels and their community struggles, and we must stop
interpreting the Gospels, in particular Mark, according to Paul’s
experiences and visions. Furthermore, Paul’s missionary life being so
inseparable from the resurrected Jesus, we must ask why and how
such a theological argument appeared and evolved within the
evangelist’s community. Paul’s anti then pro attitude is likely to have
paralleled the community confrontations, Paul rejecting then
accepting God’s new era after the Temple’s fall. Apart from the
Messiah’s crucifixion, resurrection, and the associated eschatology,
Paul knew nothing about the Jerusalem week with the Last Supper
and Pilate’s trial. He does not evoke any edifying Jesus Galilean
episodes, and very few verifiable sayings of the Lord are to be found
in his letters. All of those were probably still being composed, and if
they existed, they were no more than rough versions unfit for outside
campaigning. In no way did the community suggest that Jesus’
death and resurrection abolished the law. The Jewish milieu that
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produced the revised Gospel eschatology had earlier roots. Primitive
Christianity is first-century messianic Judaism, which brings us to
consider the Gospel community antecedents in terms of water
baptism, the salvation role of the Holy Spirit, predestination and the
elect, wisdom sayings, and parables. Among the first-century groups
teaching eschatology, the Essenes are not only the better known of
the Jewish apocalyptic communities; they also had the greatest
affinities with the Gospel community.
Paul on the road spread his revised Jewish apocalyptic theology
and was confronted by enemies of his Messiah news. These
enemies—understood as James and his men—were against the Jesus
group as was Paul previously, which probably explains some
bitterness between them. The main discord was therefore centered
on Jesus, each faction teaching a different end-of-time theory. The
law issue that Paul’s rivals used was intended as collateral pressure to
disturb Gentiles wanting to benefit from the mysteries of the God of
Israel.
Throughout this book, Jesus will obviously always be in the
background. I will never consider Jesus as a historical person and
shall read his initial story through the lens of party campaigning.
The only first-century historicity consisted in establishing the initial
model of God’s new era, relying on a conceptual Messiah to spread a
theological party project. Outlying Hellenistic groups, interested in
the Nazarene’s elucidation of God’s anger and revised projects for
the world, picked up the Messiah news and reinterpreted it
according to their own secret understandings, rapidly spreading a
competing Christianity within Gnostic communities that existed
from old at Antioch, Ephesus, and Alexandria.
Apologists will oppose my claims with arguments of evidence
drawn from universal consent: everybody agrees that Paul was the
earliest Christian writer, and all the theology expressed in his letters
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comes from his encounter with the risen Jesus; the Letter to the
Romans was his greatest achievement, and Jesus existed historically.
Universal consent is, however, a remarkably poor contention when
applied to religions. Universal consent made the Romans accept
Jupiter and his family’s pranks, the Greeks their Olympian
Pantheon. If today’s Christian leaders had been born along the Nile
during the eighteenth dynasty, they would have defended with equal
tenacity all the Egyptian animal gods. So I will simply brush away
any supposed evidence that relies on universal consent. Religions are
powerful community cements that cover nations and extend their
influence on international grounds. They can be valued for that
reason, whatever the basic beliefs.
Readers are now set to discover all the implications of the
announced revisions. They will take us beyond Paul into discovering
the challenges facing tenants of Jesus’ Judean legacies opposed to the
Hellenistic interpretations. The confrontations will produce
important texts or complete others comprising the Gospels. All were
influenced by the second-century Diaspora quarrels. Behind the
tensions, the hidden history of the Roman church appears.
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